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Leadership by the 



Socratic Method



Maj a aron a. Tucker, uSaF * Editorial Abstract: Opining that modern leaders should study the habits of great thinkers and leaders of the past, Major Tucker focuses specifically on Socrates, a retired soldier, stonemason, and philoso pher in Athens, Greece, during the fifth century BC. The author argues that since the “Socratic method” forces students to ward intellectual self-examination and a logical conclusion, it offers a valuable way to help leaders acquire critical think ing useful for influencing and persuad ing other people.



L



eaders in the twenty-first century would do well to study the habits of great thinkers and leaders of the past. socrates famously instructed his stu dents through a series of carefully constructed questions designed to force self-examination and lead them to a conclusion. this method for instilling critical-thinking skills is invalu able to leaders in many circumstances as a way to influence and persuade. Contemporary leaders fill many roles: instructor, mentor, leader, follower, and peer. each of these roles is well served by the socratic method. socrates was a retired soldier and stone mason in athens during the fifth century BC. he took great pleasure in pulling people into



conversation, questioning their assertions, and dismantling their philosophies by turning their own logic against them.1 in fact he claimed to be “fulfilling the wishes of the gods when he goes about and argues with people.”2 socrates was unique among the scholars of ancient athens by presenting himself not as a master of knowledge but as a fellow student working toward the discovery of truth during mostly informal discussions. such dialogue empow ers the student to question the logic and ideas of the instructor even as the teacher gains in sight from the student’s arguments. as a re sult, both the instructor and student are bet ter able to order their thoughts and arguments into a stronger, more coherent theory tem
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pered by relentless hammering in the forge of debate. socrates described himself as an “in tellectual midwife, whose questioning delivers the thoughts of others into the light of day.”3 too often, however, socrates used his ques tioning to disparage his students, not neces sarily to help them. We must be wary of the sharp edge of this teaching tool.4 the Socratic method, or elenchus, is defined as a prolonged series of questions and answers which refutes a moral assertion by leading an opponent to draw a conclusion that contra dicts his own viewpoint.5 during this dialogue, students are forced to critically examine other viewpoints and question their own assumptions and assertions. socrates developed this elen chus as a “means to examine, refute, or put to shame” and gradually cultivated a school of young athenians, including Plato, Xenophon, and aristophanes.6 Often, his students were left confused and bewildered, not knowing ex actly what truth was or what they personally believed. in time, however, the education his students received enabled the development of some of the world’s greatest philosophy. the socratic method has been widely used throughout history in a variety of circum stances. Plato continued his teacher’s tradi tion of informal instruction and introspection; his most famous student was aristotle. Benja min Franklin, in his Autobiography, recounted coming across the socratic method during an early period of self-education: “i procur’d Xenophon’s Memorable Things of Socrates, wherein there are many instances of the [socratic] method. i was charm’d with it, adopted it, dropt my abrupt contradiction and positive argumentation, and put on the humble in quirer and doubter.”7 Like socrates, Ben Franklin also took delight in drawing people into conversation and “entangling them in difficulties out of which they could not extri cate themselves.”8 Unlike socrates, however, Franklin gradually abandoned the sharp edge of dispute and moved toward a method of never expressing himself in absolutes, as a master of knowledge might, choosing instead to present his opinion as just that. Franklin credits this deferential air to his ability to in culcate his opinions and promote his causes.9
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as the representative to France during the american revolution, Franklin secured French military and financial assistance critical to the defeat of english armies and the birth of the United states as an independent country. his influence at the Constitutional Convention was legendary as the singularly american form of government took shape. Law and medical schools widely use the so cratic method to educate their students. Law professors start with a real court case and then transform it “into another of [their] peculiar ‘hypotheticals,’ which [they alter] bit by bit, question by question, so [the students] can see the way each fact relates to the controlling principle.”10 Law students are “tacitly instructed in the strategies of legal argument, in putting what had been analyzed back together in a way that would make [a lawyer’s] contentions persuasive to a court.”11 Medical students are likewise instructed through case study and di agnosis. harvard Medical school wants its stu dents to “identify a gap in their knowledge, feel guilty about not filling it, and have the skills to learn what they need.”12 the result is a level of critical thinking and mental discipline that society depends on for the effective prac tice of law and medicine. Use of the socratic method serves to pro duce a strong professional in fields that are mainly self-governing. the largely successful efforts of law and medicine to maintain high professional standards (and remarkably little legislative oversight) have their foundation in the emphasis on critical thinking and profes sional dialogue. Commensurate with the level of trust that society places in its practitioners, the fields of law and medicine have managed to transcend simple training. training and education bear important dis tinctions. Military training, for instance, requires knowledge of and adherence to technicalorder procedures, regulations, and rules of engagement. By contrast, education empha sizes critical thinking, original thought, and judgment. socrates states that he is not a teacher in the sense that “teaching” is simply transferring knowledge from instructor to stu dent. he does, however, engage students in a dialogue designed to enable the discovery of
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truth for themselves.13 socrates works strictly in the higher levels of cognitive learning. Bloom’s taxonomy stratifies the intellectual outcomes of cognitive learning into six levels: knowledge, comprehension, application, analy sis, synthesis, and evaluation (see figure).14 training delivers to the student what to think (application), whereas education involves teach ing one how to think (analysis), how to produce original thought (synthesis), and how to make judgments about value (evaluation). the socratic method also has drawbacks and, like any leadership technique, fits some situations better than others. extended philo sophical dialogue requires a certain level of knowledge in the examinee, requiring some training in the subject matter in order to ex change a meaningful dialogue. Further, elen chus takes time to unfold and may be some what unwieldy in an operational environment. Military leaders must be agile in their leader ship style and balance the two goals of devel oping and persuading their followers with the socratic method and executing a time-critical mission with a more directive style of leader ship. Continual questioning can also be an noying and, perhaps, counterproductive if the questioner is overly enthusiastic. a harvard Law school student found it hard to take, call ing it “unfair and intimidating.”15 if a leader uses the socratic method too rig idly, submitting only questions rather than opinions or insights, the student or follower may never know exactly what the leader thinks. One harvard Law school professor’s particular style of questioning threatened to severely dis illusion his students: “he just stood . . . and kept asking questions; and as confusion grew, so did dissatisfaction. no one was quite sure what [the professor] wanted from us. Were we stupid? Were the questions bad? What were we supposed to be learning? it was almost as if [he] had set out to intensify that plague of un certainty which afflicted us all.”16 in fact, socrates’s own students complained bitterly about his tendency to hide behind elenchus: “We’ve had enough of your ridiculing others, questioning and refuting everyone, while never willing to render an account of yourself to anyone or state your own opinion about any-
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Figure. Bloom’s taxonomy of the cognitive domain



thing.”17 Leaders must trust their followers enough to reveal themselves, or the socratic method can become just a veil of questions that hides their true thoughts—or lack thereof. Leadership in the twenty-first century has many emerging challenges, and leaders require tools to meet those tests. taking lessons from an ancient technique for self-inspection pro vides one such tool for modern leaders to use in their many roles. two thousand four hundred years ago, socrates used elenchus—a series of leading questions—to educate his students in critical thinking and to challenge their assump tions. Modern law and medical schools have extensively used this form of instruction to educate and sharpen the intellect of future professionals. similarly, the socratic method can serve twenty-first-century leaders to instruct students, mentor protégés, motivate followers, advise other leaders, and influence peers.



Leadership by the 



Socratic Method



Military leaders, both officer and enlisted, find themselves in five roles in which they can implement the socratic method: • as instructors in formal training. • as mentors while grooming protégés for professional growth.
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• as formal leaders while motivating people toward an objective. • as followers who employ critical thinking skills to advise leaders. • as peers interacting with others. each role allows the practice of the socratic method to exercise critical thinking, creativity, and problem-solving skills while providing for a more effective, efficient solution to the prob lem at hand. As Instructors



If you are to come to the truth, it must be by yourself for yourself. —socrates



the socratic method can be effectively used to promote critical-thinking skills, build stu dent confidence, and expand the instructor’s own knowledge. during a lecture, the instruc tor seeks to transfer knowledge directly to the students. Often, students are forced to follow the instructor’s train of thought or logic, mak ing the task of learning doubly hard. While lecturing certainly has its place in the first step of Bloom’s taxonomy (knowledge), allowing students to grasp the application and mean ing of the intended lesson is best accomplished by guiding the thought process with socratic dialogue. additionally, the instructor can use students’ responses to evaluate comprehen sion, allowing him or her to fine-tune the pre sentation. instruction using leading questions will help build confidence as students solve problems with familiar thought processes. the instruc tor’s goal is to guide students to ask the right questions that lead them to reach reasonable conclusions. a common student complaint is, “i don’t know where to start.” Often, that an swer is gained only through experience, which is where the socratic method becomes useful. instead of telling the student where to begin and forcing him or her to memorize the an swer for future use, the instructor can simply ask what things are important in the task. the student can now follow his or her own rationale to the answer, which validates both knowledge
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and comprehension while providing fodder for further dialogue. this type of discussion leads the student to an appropriate conclusion. elenchus transfers the burden of following a logic flow from the student to the instructor as they navigate to the answer together. When students see that they have answered their own question with a familiar logic, the ability to retrace their own thought process will pro mote confidence in future success. a great advantage of using the socratic method is that sometimes the student’s con clusion isn’t the one that the instructor origi nally predicted but is even better or at least acceptable. through the student’s answer, the instructor can assess the relative strengths of different courses of action and choose a new, creative path to continue the dialogue. Upon arrival at a more effective solution, both the student and instructor have benefited from a synergy made possible through the shared ef fort of the socratic method. an instructor aircraft commander (an area of the author’s personal experience) can make excellent use of the socratic method. the air craft commander is a pilot with the specific responsibility and final authority for the safe operation of an aircraft and successful com pletion of its given mission. a myriad of agen cies and resources is available to the aircraft commander in order to ensure safety and a successful mission. some tasks require no ac tion, some require monitoring, and some re quire constant intervention to run in sequence and on time. the student aircraft commander has to continually apply critical thinking to each process to decide whether to act on it, delegate it, or take no action. the instructor could ask what the student perceives, what his or her intentions are, and the reasons for that decision in short order. the student is there fore allowed to handle issues quickly and suc cessfully, building self-confidence while ensur ing mission success. the student quickly learns that the instructor is there not to lecture (and unnecessarily increase the workload) but to serve as a sounding board for the student’s ideas and actions. sometimes the student’s course of action is more effective than the in structor’s idea. in this case, the student bene
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fits from positive feedback on the success of his or her plan, the instructor learns a new technique to apply to future instruction, and the mission benefits from the synergy. the instructor should let the student know that he or she doesn’t have all the answers and also suffers from fears, doubts, and insecuri ties.18 if teaching is simply transferring knowl edge from teacher to student, then socrates did not teach. socrates defined teaching as “engaging would-be learners in . . . argument to make them aware of their own ignorance and enable them to discover for themselves the truth the teacher had held back.”19 socrates’s role in teaching is not to defend a thesis of his own but only to examine the stu dent’s assertion.20 in the end, however, the teacher tests his or her own beliefs and asser tions as student points are examined, dis sected for logic, and then reassembled stron ger than before. As Mentors



You may plant a field well; but you know not who shall gather the fruits: you may build a house well; but you know not who shall dwell in it. —Xenophon



Mentors are charged with developing quality re placement personnel and must therefore act as both instructor and evaluator. the socratic method is well suited to both tasks and can provide intellectual development as well as practical training for protégés. it can then as sist specific protégés in further development and eventual promotion to leadership posi tions. Leaders trained in self-examination techniques and educated with critical think ing ensure future organizational success. the mentor can seed the field of leader candidates by addressing groups and by con ducting one-on-one conversation. Questions posed to groups mimic the style used by law and medical schools and quickly generate lively discussion as the candidates generate ideas. the mentor can shepherd the discussion to enable the group to reach an important les son or truth while simultaneously illuminating his or her own critical-thinking processes. dia
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logue becomes more powerful as the mentor uses the protégé’s own knowledge base to guide a philosophical thread. When the phi losophy outstrips the protégé’s experience, the mentor can continue to instruct and eluci date the concept under examination. the protégé learns both new concepts and thought processes, which are valuable since the men tor, a successful leader, has already internal ized them. the mentor, while interacting with candi date leaders, can also evaluate each individual’s cognitive-learning level as prescribed in Bloom’s taxonomy. Lines of questioning can evaluate each of the six levels, from knowledge to evalua tion. how much does the candidate know (knowledge)? how does he or she apply it to a new situation (application)? is it right (evalua tion)? the mentor can determine each candi date’s level of training in the first two questions and critical thinking ability in the third. this evaluation allows further discrimination within the pool of candidates and a more efficient in vestment of professional-development energies. As Leaders



Leadership is the art of getting someone to do something you want done because he wants to do it. —dwight d. eisenhower



a person in a formal leadership position can use the socratic method to persuade, secure support, encourage an active followership, and develop followers for better efficiency. Well-timed dialogue with subordinates can al low the leader to both receive their counsel and secure buy-in to proposed policy. Ques tions can be posed in conference with advi sors. this dialogue allows leaders to reveal their rationale and seek feedback on their thought process from subordinates. subordi nates who are consulted in such a manner are more committed to a proposed action or policy than otherwise, and through such dialogue, the leader may learn of an unpredicted result that could be easily mitigated early but would be difficult to overcome after the act was com mitted or policy published. Both the policy
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and its support are simultaneously improved by exercising the socratic method. active followers are crucial to a leader’s success. For followers to show initiative, how ever, the leader must be open and predictable. Leaders who question their counselors receive the dual benefit of making better decisions because of their advisors’ input as well as in creasing trust within the organization. Follow ers who trust that they know their leader’s mind can take the initiative without acting contrary to the leader’s philosophy. Leaders throughout history have used staffs to enable the administration of expanded spheres of influence. a staff that understands the mind of its leader is more efficient in its duties and more effective in assisting the leader. a leader who spends some time in dia logue with key staff members educates them on his or her thinking, which guides the spirit and logic of subsequent efforts, resulting in realized efficiencies. abraham Lincoln, one of the most assertive presidents in history, guided his staff with shrewdness and subtlety. Lincoln was a very ef fective practitioner of the socratic method. his leadership style encouraged innovation and risk taking as he would let his subordi nates proceed with the belief that it was their idea. if their plan was not to his liking, Lin coln would “focus, direct, or point his people to what he viewed as the proper path.”21 Just as socrates claimed not to be a teacher while guiding his students to self-knowledge, Lin coln made a similar declaration: “i claim not to have controlled events, but confess plainly that events have controlled me.”22 George e. Baker, private secretary to [secretary of state] seward, described how Lincoln had changed his practice from year to year in the matter of signing the many public documents brought to him by Baker. during the first few months of his administration he read each pa per carefully through, remarking, “i never sign a document i have not first read.” at a later pe riod he asked the messenger, “Won’t you read these papers to me?” still later he requested merely “a synopsis of the contents.” and in the fourth year his expression most often was, “show me where you want my name.” seward’s secre
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tary mentioned this development as though Lin coln might have been more expeditious to be gin with. this was not entirely so. the first year had been given to training seward in several re spects. and as the two had fraternized and poli cies in degree clarified, their mutual under standing was such that Lincoln could now usually say with perfect safety, “show me where you want my name,” whereas during the first year he would have been near ruin more than once had not his habit been to say, “i never sign a document i have not first read.”23



similarly, Winston Churchill evoked creative solutions from his staff during World War ii by challenges and questions. Often he would set forth a proposal with the purpose of eliciting critical feedback and creative counterproposals: “the purpose of many of his proposals, espe cially his more imaginative and impractical ones, was to stimulate others to use their own imagi nation and initiative in solving a problem.”24 As Followers



The greatest trust between man and man is the trust of giving counsel. —sir Francis Bacon



the concept of using the socratic method from a follower position capitalizes on the idea that a solution resulting from such a dia logue has a synergistic potential not available to either the leader or the follower in isola tion. the follower has the opportunity to af fect policy and impress his or her own logic and rationale on the leader through open dia logue. effecting a line of questioning from the position of follower requires tact, discretion, and a high level of trust. Both the leader and the follower must trust each other’s integrity and the method. niccolò Machiavelli, a minister to princes in fifteenth-century italy, aspired to open dia logue with his leaders. in The Prince, he ad vised leaders to “choose wise men in his state who alone have the freedom of speaking the truth to him, and then . . . ask them about everything, listen to their opinions and subse quently resolve for himself to his liking, and comport himself in such a manner that each councilor knows that the more freely he speaks
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the more he will be accepted.”25 Unfortu nately, some of his princes did not see the practical benefits to finding truth through so cratic dialogue and imprisoned and tortured Machiavelli.26 Often, the benefit of dialogue is the illumi nation of a point; however, initiation by the follower often adds an additional benefit. the follower can determine the sense of the leader and enable more effective counsel in the fu ture. Further, the follower’s insight into the leader’s personal philosophy can be carried back and discussed with his or her peers. the leader’s base of followers is improved as a re sult of the effort of one follower using the so cratic method. As Peers



If everybody is thinking alike, then somebody isn’t thinking. —Gen George s. Patton Jr.



Leadership among peers is a difficult proposi tion. Without the bully pulpit of a formal lead ership position, a person has little leverage to force a line of questioning. also without the benefit of knowing the destination of the thread of philosophical thought, dialogue is less efficient but still benefits from the inputs of multiple participants. there is a peculiar benefit to this application, however. Peers are generally more open and frank with each other than they are with their superiors and are willing to share contrarian viewpoints. de spite the lack of a formal instructor, peer groups can use socratic dialogue to help dis cover answers. While the process can seem a little misdirected and disorganized, the ap proach can be both fun and rewarding. Often people learn best when they find answers themselves.27 Care must be taken that the socratic method doesn’t exasperate peers and lose the intended objective of exercising critical-thinking skills. Ben Franklin related his experience with a co worker: “i used to work him so with my so cratic method, and had trepann’d [trapped] him so often by questions apparently so dis tant from any point we had in hand, and yet by degrees led to the point, and brought him
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into difficulties and contradictions, that at last he grew ridiculously cautious, and would hardly answer me the most common question, with out asking first, ‘What do you intend to infer from that?’ ” (emphasis in original).28



Conclusion although the socratic method was origi nally used for self-examination and the search for philosophical truth, twenty-first-century leaders can apply its power to the needs of modern leadership. as an instructor, the leader can promote critical-thinking skills while evaluating the student’s knowledge and comprehension in order to fine-tune further instruction. the student benefits by following a familiar, repeatable thought process (his or her own) and gaining self-confidence. socratic dialogue assists the mentor by providing intel lectual development and candidate evaluation for future leaders. in a formal leadership ca pacity, dialogue helps secure support, encour age active followership, and develop efficient staff personnel. similarly, a follower can use the socratic method to probe the leader’s ra tionale and affect policy with a synergy not available to the leader in isolation. Peers can improve each other’s critical-thinking skills and insight through open dialogue that promotes creativity and constructive feedback. the socratic method does have its draw backs, and modern literature abounds with other effective leadership techniques, each with a particular strength. Pointed question ing requires a certain level of knowledge in the examinee, takes time to execute, and can be annoying if the questioner is overly enthu siastic. also the leader must endeavor not to hide behind a veil of questions, never giving his or her own philosophies or opinions to fol lowers. Other leadership techniques are more directive, immediate, and simpler for the leader to use. Unfortunately the follower receives little energy toward his or her development, and no feedback path exists except for the brave soul who is willing to speak up. twenty-first-century leaders face issues similar to those encountered by citizens in classical
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athens. Both require a method to promote critical thinking and self-examination in the pursuit of truth. socrates’s elenchus provided a solution in his method of simple question ing to bring forth creative thought for inspec-



87



tion and contemplation. the leader serves as a “jeweler of ideas. he uses his questions like a goldsmith’s hammer, working the concepts down to an incredible fineness and shine.”29 • 
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